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Authentication SOA

Adapted from ISO 10181-2
CCOW Authentication

1. User signs-on (e.g., enters logon name and password; swipes security card, etc.).
2. Application authenticates the user and tells context manager the user’s logon name; authentication data is not passed on to the context manager.
3. Context manager tells mapping agent context change is occurring; mapping agent supplies the context manager with other logon names for the user as known to each application.
4. Context manager tells annotation agent context change is occurring; annotation agent supplies the context manager with user’s digital certificate.
5. Context manager tells other applications that there is a new user context.
6. Each application gets user’s application-specific logon name from the context manager. The application may also get the user’s digital certificate from the context manager.
7a. An application optionally consults internal authentication data repository to get application-specific authentication data for the new user and automatically signs-on the user.
7b. An application optionally consults external authentication data repository to get application-specific authentication data for the new user and automatically signs-on the user.
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ISO Access Control Model

ISO 10181-3 Access Control
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Authorization SOA
HIPAAAT Privacy SOA

Privacy Manager user interface appropriate at the point of service and for all levels of health data exchange, e.g. PHR, CDO, portal, EHR, HIE, RHIO, LHIN (Canada), NHIN (U.S.), PCT (UK) integrates with application architecture via simple application interface (API) or via HL7 CCOW issues IHE audit messages (e.g. “break the glass” access) to the Universal Audit Repository, which generates immediate security alerts as appropriate.
CCOW SOA/BIZ ISSUES

• CCOW is not SOA Aware: Why not follow the distributed authentication model?
• CCOW can pass the user credential to the application...Why not the SAML Assertion?
• CCOW cannot deal with distributed authorization/access control...Why require users to find alternate solutions?
• CCOW cannot deal with privacy...Why require users to find alternate solutions?
CCOW as SOA Middleware
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